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Heritage Buildings
Working with historic and
designated heritage assets
requires a deeper
understanding of traditional
building techniques and a
different skillset necessary to
support the conservation and
the changing needs of our
built heritage.
Our heritage qualified building
surveying team has over
twenty-years of experience
including preparing
Statements of Heritage
Significance and Heritage
Impact Assessments, and
recording heritage assets to
support planning and listed
building consent applications.
Likewise we are skilled at
preparing condition and
maintenance reports,
acquisition building surveys,
due-diligence and specialist
defects reports. We can
specify, manage and oversee
repairs and alterations.

The LPA receiver appointed us to undertake a full measure
reinstatement cost assessment (RCA) of this Grade I listed building
for building insurance purposes. This exercise demonstrated that
the premises were under-insured.
We also undertook a condition survey of the premises’ principal
exterior and interior fabric and identified water ingress causing a
significate dry rot outbreak which was considered deleterious to
the property’s significant fabric, and to the health and safety of the
occupiers, third parties and the eventual sale value. We were
appointed to remedy the defects and to eradicate the dry rot. The
premises were eventually sold and is now protected by the
occupation and re-purpose of the heritage asset.

The Priory at Abbotskerswell

The Priory started as an early C19 Georgian house, and was later
extended C1861 by Joseph Aloysius Hansom in a Gothic revival style
to form a new Convent for 50 Augustinian nuns using traditional
building materials and techniques. The estate is now a nursing
home.
The Priory still contains outstanding interiors including the chapel
and chapter house including a scheduled monument within the now
disused chapel. Mark was commissioned to undertake a full building
survey to establish principal defects and provide budgets for
immediate and planning preventative maintenance. Mark also
carried out a stone façade survey of the principal elevations, clock
tower, chapel tower and chapel interiors including the scheduled
monument for site acquisition purposes

Case Studies
Grittleton House

Englefield House

Commissioned to prepare a pre-acquisition
survey and advice including detailed roof and
stone façade surveys of this Victorian Gothic
Manor House.

Englefield House and formal gardens in Berkshire
is an Elizabethan edifice with Victorian frontage
and formal gardens.

We were also asked to report on planned
maintenance costs for immediate and future
repairs to assist with purchasers valuation.

Our commission Included detailed roof and inhouse stone façade survey and principal garden
structures and reporting on immediate repairs
and maintenance costs.

Old Vic Theatre, Bristol

Royal Mineral Hospital, Bath

This commission entailed carrying out a full
building survey including stone façade survey
and survey of the oldest working Georgian
auditorium in the UK, and reporting on
immediate and planned maintenance repairs
including mechanical and electrical tests and
inspections.

Services included a full building survey, 3D scan
of building elevations, in-house stone façade
survey, and managing other specialists such as
archaeology and structures. The advice was
invaluable to support valuations of the premises
to obtain best value bids for disposal purposes.

Statement of Heritage Significance
We were appointed to provide an SOHS for this
redundant business centre to support a change
of use planning application given its history and
siting within the world heritage city of Bath.
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